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Celebrating the finest things in 
life is this landed home whiCh 
emits a grand lustre with high 

impaCt Colour sChemes and 
extravagant embellishments.

ENTERTAINMENT ROOM (opposite page) The 
design brief is a contemporary style fused with a 
modern Asian aesthetic so this room ticks all the 
boxes. Orange was utilised and it warms up the 
space. To prevent this warm hue from diminishing 
the visual size, Cameron Woo balanced the strong 
feature colour with a tinge of white. BEDROOM 
(opposite page) For this place of rest and 
relaxation, the colour scheme is considerably 
toned down; in comparison to the bold shades 
sheathing the rest of the home. A light painted hue 
is paired to perfection with light wood grain tones 
and together, they advocate a restful aura. STUDY 
Decked in a handsome mix of wood grain patterns, 
the study lets all its gorgeous textures do the 
talking. While the polished details might steal all 
the limelight, the contrast from the white ceilings 
allows these flourishes to truly shine. SEATING 
AREA This basement home theatre offers a 
sumptuous visual feast with its well-appointed 
blend of exotic materials such as coconut wood. 
One of the homeowners’ lucky 
colours is red so that was 
applied lavishly to the 
home cinema. A darker 
colour for the ceiling 
carves out a dim, 
lounge-like effect.

CAMERON WOO
founder

2 peck seah street, airview building 
#04-01, singapore 079305
ContaCt (65) 6222 0280
Email marketing@cwd.com.au
WEbsitE www.cameronwoodesign.com

Cameron woo design

“to faCtor in drama 
to the home theatre, 
vivid use of red was 
proposed for this 
room, Coupled with 
exotiC timber finishes 
like CoConut wood.” 
CAMERON WOO
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disclaimer: *Colours shown in the interior image may vary from actual paint colour due to difference in lighting in photographs and printing. 88 89
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